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Horizontal columns 

Report format Source data table 

Some special layout is difficult to realize directly through the functions provided by the reporting tool itself, but if we prepare a suitable data source, we 
can greatly reduce the difficulty of report design! 

Birt and other reporting tools only support vertical column division, so it is difficult to realize the layout of horizontal and column division of records, as 
follows: 



Horizontal columns — Example 

Sample code 

  A B C 

1 =myDB.query("select EId,Name,Dept from emp where EId>=? and EId<=? order by EId ",begin,end) 

2 =A1.step(3,1) =A1.step(3,2)|[null] =A1.step(3,3)|[null] 

3 
=A2.derive(B2(#).EID:EID2,B2(#).NAME:NAME2,B2(#).DEPT:DEPT2,C2(#).EID:EID3,C2(#).NAME:NAME3,C2(#).DEPT:
DEPT3) 

4 return A3 

The original 3-field data can be converted into 9-field data with esProc, and the horizontal columns can be divided with the reporting tool. The code 
example is as follows: 

Divide the data into three parts according to the index number, 
and stored in A2, B2 and C2. Then add the fields in B2 and C2 to 
A2 in turn, as shown in the right figure: 

A2： Take the first record from A1 every 3 records to form a new two-dimensional table. B2, C2 are similar. 



Divided into columns by mixed rows 

The source data table is horizontally divided into two columns, the second column of each row is the same as the first column of the next row, and the 
report layout is as follows: 

Source data table Report format 



Divided into columns by mixed rows 
 — Example 

  A B 

1 =myDB.query("select EId,Name,Dept from emp where EId>=? and EId<=? order by EId ",begin,end) 

2 =A1.conj([~[-1],~]).to(3,) 

3 =A2.step(2,1) =A2.step(2,2)|[null] 

4 =A3.derive(B3(#).EID:EID2,B3(#).NAME:NAME2,B3(#).DEPT:DEPT2) 

A2: staggered splicing: splice the previous record and 
the current record in turn, and take the splicing result 
from the third row, as shown in the right figure: 



Wide table horizontal printing 

Report format 

Given a wide table of any database, and there are too many columns to be printed on a piece of paper. The report requires each paper to print column head and column 

number. Columns 1 to n are printed on the first paper, and  columns n + 1 to 2n are printed on the second paper, and so on. The diagram is as follows: 

Source data table 



Wide table horizontal printing 
— Example 

  A 

1 =myDB.query(“select * from “+argSource) /argSource is the name of database table 

2 =create(${argPageCol.(concat("Col",~)).string()}) /Dynamically generate an empty 2D table with argPageCol columns 

3 =A1.group((#-1)\argPageRow) /Divide A1 into groups every argpagerow row 

4 
=(fn=A1.fno()).step(argPageCol,1).(to(~,if((t=~+argPageCol-
1)>fn,fn,t)).(A1.fname(~))) 

/Divide the field names in A1 into groups of every argpagecol 

5 =A4.("["+~.string@q()+"]|~.conj(["+~.string()+"])").string("|") /Splice string, which can be executed dynamically in A6 

6 =A3.run(A2.record(${A5})) /Loop each group of data of A3, insert the field name and field value 
of each page into A2 in turn 

7 return A2 /Return A2 to reporting tool 

Page1 

Page2 

Input parameter：Database table name 

Input parameter：Number of columns per page 

Input parameter：Number of rows per page 



Row replication — Example 

Make 3 copies of the records in order, and show them in a report. The diagram is as follows: 

Report format Source data table 

  A 

1 =myDB.query(“select * from orders“) 

2 =A1.conj([~]*3) 

[] represents a sequence (ordered set), [~] represents the A1 current record as 

a single member sequence, [~] * 3 makes 3 copies of the current record, 

function conj performs calculation on each record of A1, and finally merges. 



Using condition to control the format of grouping table 

A grouping table is displayed with the grouping field sellerid, detailed fields client and amount. The final format of the report is as follows:             

1. In each group of details, the "+" sign needs to be displayed from item 2 to the end, but not for item 1.             

2. If there is more than one detail in each group, the sum of amount will be displayed at the end of the group. If there is only one detail, the sum will not be displayed.  

Sum of the group 

There is only one detail in 
the group, and the sum is not 
displayed. 



Using condition to control the format of grouping table — Example 

  A B C 

1 =myDB.query("SELECT SELLERID,CLIENT,AMOUNT FROM ORDER WHERE AMOUNT>?",arg) 

2 =create(item,value) 

3 for A1.group(SELLERID) >A2.insert(0:A3,if(#>1,"+")+CLIENT,AMOUNT) 

4 if A3.len()>1 >A2.insert(0,A3.SELLERID+" SUBTOTAL:",A3.sum(AMOUNT)) 

5 return A2 

Query the database, group by sellerid, and access each group of data by loop. In the loop, append the details of the current group to the empty sequence table A2. If the 

sequence number is greater than 1, then add "+" before the client. If the number of records in the current group is greater than 1, then append subtotal to A2. 

A2：Create empty sequence table 
A3：Group by sellerid 

B3：Append the details to A2 according to requirement. 

B4, C4：Append subtotal according to requirement. 



Insert a sub table into the main table dynamically 

The report needs to query the main table according to the ApplicationName and present the data in the form of a list. There are multiple status field values corresponding to each 

record in the main table, but no more than 5. You need to insert them horizontally between the phone and decline fields in the main table, and then name them questionno1 and 

questionno2 till  questionNo5.  If all data in a column is empty, the column is not displayed. The sample is as follows: 

Main table 

Sub table 

Foreign key 
1:N 

Report format 

Filtering condition：ApplicationName='mfc' 



Insert a sub table into the main table dynamically — Example 

  A B 

1 =myDB.query@x("select * from dColThread t,dColQuestion q where t.tID=q.tID and t.ApplicationName=?",arg1) 

2 =A2.group(tID) 

3 =create(ApplicationName,User,Phone,QuestionNo1,QuestionNo2,QuestionNo3,QuestionNo4,QuestionNo5,Decline) 

4 for A2 =A4.(status)|["","","","",""] 

5 =A3.record(A4.ApplicationName|A4.User|A4.Phone|B4.to(5)|A4.Decline) 

6 return A3 

A1：Execute SQL，take the join data of main and sub table. Arg1 is the 

parameter from report. If arg1=“mfc”，the calculation result of A1 is as the right 

figure: 

A2：Group by tID，each group is one piece of main table record 

and the corresponding sub table records, as the right figure: 

Each loop of  A2 inserts a record 

into the empty sequence table A3, 

the main table field is inserted 

directly, the sub table field is 

inserted after column to row 

conversion, and makes up at 

least 5 fields. A3 result is the  

sample table. 



Oracle 

Horizontally splice columns 

Excel 

Table 1 

Table 2 

Report format 

Table 1 is from the Oracle database, and table 2 is from the excel file, both of which have the same structure. You need to group table 1 and table 2 by name, count the 

members of each group and sum the active field of each group, and finally display them side by side in the report. The ideal sample is as follows: 



Horizontally splice columns — Example 

  A 

1 =myDB.query@x(“select name,count(*) Count,sum(active) Amount from table1 group by name“) 

2 =file("D:\\table2.xlsx").importxls@t() 

3 =A2.groups(name;count(~):Count,sum(active):Amount) 

4 =join@f(A1,name;A3,name) 

5 =A4.new(ifn(_1,_2).name:name,_1.Count:Count1,_1.Amount:Amount1,_2.Count:Count2,_2.Amount:Amount2) 

Idea: Take data from database and excel file respectively, make a full join of the two, and combine the required fields into a dataset. A5 stores the results of the merge.  



Calculation between columns of crosstab 

The database table store stores the sales volume of various products in 2014 and 2015. A cross table is needed to present the annual sales volume of each product and calculate the 

annual growth rate of each product. The ideal sample table and some source data are as follows: 

Report format 
Source data table 



Calculation between columns of crosstab — Example 

The columns of the crosstab are generated dynamically. When calculating between columns, they need to be referenced dynamically twice. It is difficult to use the report script to 

implement. At this time, the result of calculation between columns can be added to the source data in advance by esProc, and then the requirements can be realized only by designing 

a simple crosstab. 

  A 

1 =myDB.query@x(“select * from store order by item,year“) 

2 =A1.group(item).run(A1.record(["Growth Rate",item,~(2).quantity/~(1).quantity-1])) 

Fetch data and sort 

The calculation result of A2 is as follows: 



Transposition 

The database table sales stores the order data, which needs to be expanded horizontally according to the month, vertically according to the aggregate value, and finally presented as a 

cross table or grouping table. Generally, such requirements need to be processed by row and column transposition. The ideal sample table and some source data are as follows: 

Detailed data 

Report format 

Horizontal expansion: from January to December             

Vertical expansion: according to sum, Max, min, count 



Transposition — Example 

First, calculate the total amount, the maximum order amount, the minimum order amount and the total order number of each month in the specified year, and transpose the data into 13 

columns and 4 rows, that is, the four aggregations are the first column, the column name is subtotal, each month occupies one column, the column names are 1, 2, 3, 4… 

  A 

1 
=myDB.query("select  month(ORDERDATE) as MONTH,sum(AMOUNT) as OSUM,max(AMOUNT) as OMAX, min(AMOUNT) as 
OMIN ,count(ORDERID) as OCOUNT from sales where year(ORDERDATE)=? group by MONTH order by 
MONTH",argYear) 

2 =["OSUM","OMAX","OMIN","OCOUNT"].new(~:SUBTOTAL,${to(A1.len()).string()}) 

3 =A1.run(A2.field(#+1,OSUM|OMAX|OMIN|OCOUNT)) 

4 return A2 




